A large body of research has shown that procrastination can have significant adverse effects on individuals, including lower savings and poorer health. Such procrastination is typically modeled as the result of present bias. In this paper we study an alternative: excessively optimistic beliefs about future demands on an individual's time. Our experimental results refute the hypothesis that present bias is the sole source of dynamic inconsistency, but they are consistent with optimism. These findings offer an explanation for low takeup of commitment and suggest that personalized information on past choices can mitigate procrastination. (JEL: D90,D84,D15,J22) * Affiliations. Breig:
Introduction
Procrastination is an important feature of everyday life. It is a common topic of conversation at work and at home. Economists have documented it in consequential settings from retirement saving (Thaler and Benartzi, 2004) to exercise (DellaVigna and Malmendier, 2006) . Dynamically inconsistent procrastination is commonly modeled as originating from preferences that favor the present at the expense of the future (Strotz, 1955 , Laibson, 1997 , O'Donoghue and Rabin, 1999 , Barro, 1999 , Ashraf et al., 2006 , Augenblick et al., 2015 . 1 We study an alternative model in which dynamic inconsistency arises from excessive optimism about future demands on an individual's time. While both models predict dynamically inconsistent choices, they predict different responses to information about past procrastination. We test these predictions experimentally, and we reject the hypothesis that present bias is the sole source of dynamic inconsistency. Instead we find evidence that both the discount rate and beliefs matter. Our results suggest that the typical policy prescription-offering people the chance to tie themselves to the mast, committing to decisions in advance-is incomplete, and that personalized historical information is an important additional tool for people making decisions over time.
Biased beliefs about future time shocks can cause choices made ahead of time to differ from choices made in the moment. Consider an agent who does not accurately anticipate the arrival of a time-consuming task. Colloquially we say that such an agent is "optimistic" about her time shocks. Once the task arrives, the agent will need to put off planned time use to accommodate the unanticipated shock. If the agent has systematically biased beliefs over future time shocks, then such procrastination can occur even with neoclassical discounting. We refer to this as belief-based dynamic inconsistency. 2 Discounting-based dynamic inconsistency, in contrast, models dynamically inconsistent choices as originating from a utility function that places lower weight on the more distant future relative to the immediate future. If an agent is naïve about her own present-biased discounting, she believes that she will behave more consistently 1 In the quasi-hyperbolic model of Laibson (1997) , the agent discounts at rate δ between future periods, but between the current period and the next period at rate βδ with β < 1. This heavier discounting leads to "present biased" allocative choices.
2 In contrast to Halevy (2008) and Andreoni and Sprenger (2012b) , this inconsistency is a result of the decision maker having incorrect beliefs rather than a utility function which does not take the expected utility form. than she actually does. 3 This leads the agent to exhibit present-biased dynamic inconsistency because choices made far enough in advance will be governed by geometric discounting while choices made about the immediate future will not.
Because these two models lead to similar dynamically inconsistent choices, a research design seeking to distinguish discounting-based from belief-based dynamic inconsistency cannot rely solely on revealed procrastination. 4 Providing agents with information on past time-inconsistent decisions resolves this difficulty. Discountingand belief-based models make different predictions about how agents will update their beliefs and respond to information about their own past procrastination behavior.
First, the two models give different predictions for how effort allocation will change in response to information. Discounting-based dynamically inconsistent agents have a clear idea of the time shocks that they face, but have trouble committing to time use choices. Such agents will not change allocation decisions in response to information. In contrast, belief-based dynamically inconsistent agents have erroneous expectations about time shocks. Correcting these beliefs will cause them to change their allocation decisions to better conform to the true state of the world.
Second, naïve present-biased agents will learn about their own present bias and update their beliefs about how they discount. 5 This will increase commitment demand for time-use choices made far in advance. If agents have biased beliefs over time shocks, however, this prediction need not hold. Information on past dynamically inconsistent decisions should help optimistic agents bring their beliefs in line with the true state, but this does not necessarily lead them to demand costly commitment (Laibson, 2015) .
We tested these predictions by conducting an experiment over two weeks. The first week provided a baseline measure of dynamically inconsistent behavior for each subject. On the first day of the experiment, subjects divided their required tasks between a period later that day and a period two days in the future. Subjects were able to pay a price in terms of additional tasks to commit to this morning choice. 6 On the evening of day 1, subjects could revise their task allocation, conditional on the 3 Again, in the quasi-hyperbolic model of Laibson (1997) , naïve agents have true discounting parameters β and δ but believe their present-bias parameter isβ where β <β ≤ 1. 4 A recent working paper by Browning and Tobacman (2015) makes a similar theoretical argument. Gabaix and Laibson (2017) show that a similar identification problem can occur due to imperfect (but unbiased) forecasting of the future. 5 For instance, an agent might learn that she has a lower β than previously thought. 6 This in-kind price could take on both positive and negative values.
morning commitment decision. Procrastination was indicated by the subject moving tasks to the later date. In addition, we gathered information on routine time use and subjects' predicted and actual bedtimes so we could compare task allocation behavior to real-world effort decisions. At the beginning of week 2, treated subjects were presented with information on their own task procrastination and on how well they were able to forecast their own bedtimes. To reduce the possibility of experimenter demand effects, this information was cast as a neutral reporting of past behavior. All subjects then engaged in the same task decisions as in week 1.
Our experimental results indicate that both beliefs and discounting are important determinants of time inconsistency. Evidence on beliefs comes from testing the effect of treatment on task allocation. The marginal effect of postponing a task in week 1 on postponement in week 2 is statistically significant and positive for control subjects, but approximately zero for treated subjects. That is, treated subjects procrastinated less in week 2 than their week 1 behavior would predict. This is consistent with beliefbased dynamic inconsistency and inconsistent with discounting-based dynamic inconsistency. Evidence on present-biased utility comes from testing the effect of treatment on commitment demand in week 2 for individuals who were procrastinators in week 1. For these individuals, treatment increased week 2 commitment demand, consistent with discounting-based dynamic inconsistency. Heterogeneity analysis using baseline measures of naïvete about time preferences and time shocks shows that these results are stronger for naifs.
Next, we employ matching to classify individuals' behavior as belief based, discounting based, or both. If a dynamically inconsistent treatment group member reduced the amount of work put off in week 2 more than her control group peer, we classify the subject's behavior as belief based. If a dynamically inconsistent treatment group member changed commitment demand more than her control group peer, we classify her behavior as discounting-based. Under this taxonomy, among subjects who changed their work allocations in week 1, 25% of subjects exhibited discounting-based inconsistency, 39% exhibited belief-based inconsistency, and 21% exhibited both. The remaining 15% of subjects exhibited behavior inconsistent with either model.
We then show that this dynamic inconsistency extended to consequential, realworld time use. At baseline, subjects systematically mis-predicted their own bedtimes, going to bed later than planned on average. Treated subjects reduced their forecast error in week two. Consistent with the task-based results, this reduction is larger for those with larger week-one forecast errors. This is evidence that the treatment affected subjects' decision problem in the time domain. To investigate this effect further, we collected a panel of time use data from subjects over the course of the experiment. Panel data on time use is rare (Frazis and Stewart, 2012) , and it allows us to examine how our treatment affected behavior outside the experiment. We show that when subjects were randomly induced to spend more time on our experiment, on average they spent less time studying and working, but more time watching television.
This study provides evidence on the sources of dynamically inconsistent behavior and the real-world consequences of such behavior. We observe procrastination in a controlled setting and tie that behavior to consequential decisions like the timing and duration of sleep (Gibson and Shrader, 2019) . Firms may be exploiting time inconsistency in sleep decisions and elsewhere. For instance, Netflix CEO Reed Hastings has argued that tempting services like streaming video may affect sleep decisions: "We're competing with sleep, on the margin." If individuals want to avoid such lures, the appropriate action depends on the source of their time inconsistency. The policy prescription from the time inconsistency literature has primarily been to encourage commitment by sophisticated present-biased agents. Workers are often urged to contribute to retirement plans with early withdrawal penalties or to commit to smoking cessation through a website like stickK.com. Our results suggest that this policy prescription is, at best, incomplete. If some procrastination instead stems from overestimation of future earnings or underestimation of how difficult it will be to quit smoking, then organizations and individuals seeking to correct dynamic inconsistency should provide personalized information as well. This hypothesis is consistent with the widespread sale of goods-like fitness trackers and planners-that help consumers reflect on execution of their own plans. 7 Models of long-run forecasting errors due to bounded rationality (Gabaix, 2014) similarly suggest that targeted information may correct consistent planning errors.
In addition, our study makes two contributions related to the demand for costly commitment. First, our findings help explain the widely observed, low take-up of such commitment. Subjects whose dynamic inconsistency originates solely from optimism will not demand costly commitment. Schilbach (forthcoming) notes that in the majority of experiments subjects were either unwilling to pay for commitment or were willing to pay only very small amounts. (In a significant exception, Schilbach does find high demand for commitment in the domain of alcohol consumption.) Second, our experimental design makes a methodological contribution in its elicitation of commitment demand. Our design begins from the convex time budget techniques of Andreoni and Sprenger (2012a) . 8 Specifically, it uses real-effort tasks similar to those employed by Augenblick et al. (2015) and hews closely to the overall experimental design of that paper to clarify the importance of belief-based dynamic inconsistency. In contrast to Augenblick et al. (2015) , our commitment price is denominated in tasks rather than money. 9 By keeping all choices in the task domain, we reduce the tendency of commitment demand to spike sharply at a zero price. We find that 20% of subjects were willing to commit to their time use choices at positive task-denominated prices.
Finally, our results contribute to a growing body of research demonstrating the importance of a decision maker's beliefs in how they make choices involving time. DellaVigna and Malmendier (2006) and Acland and Levy (2015) both study gym membership and attendance, showing that consumers systematically overestimate how often they will go to the gym in the future even when this choice entails monetary costs. Börsch-Supan et al. (2018) demonstrate that a much larger portion of regret about not having saved more earlier in life is explained by positive and negative financial shocks than present bias. Consistent with the common lack of commitment demand in experimental subjects, Augenblick and Rabin (forthcoming) find that individuals' predictions about the choices they will make in the future suggest that they don't understand their own present bias. Furthermore, subjects who make choices for the future immediately after completing tasks volunteer for less work in the future than those asked just before completing tasks. While the authors interpret this as evidence of projection bias, it is also consistent with decision makers who are optimistic about their desire to complete future tasks, but who update after getting information.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents the models of time inconsistency 8 The approach here differs from previous convex time budget experiments in that it does not vary the rate at which subjects trade off between present and future consumption. This simplifies the experiment and its instructions but does so at the cost of not being able to estimate discounting parameters. For an overview of designs used to estimate time preferences, see Frederick et al. (2002) . 9 To the best of our knowledge Toussaert (2018) is the only other experiment that elicits commitment demand with prices denominated in tasks. due to discounting parameters versus optimism and lays out predictions. Section 3 gives the experimental design. Section 4 describes the data. Section 5 presents results. Section 6 concludes.
Theory and Hypotheses
A decision maker is given tasks and is deciding what time to go to bed. 10 For every waking hour past 9 p.m. she suffers increasing, convex, twice differentiable costs. Additionally, at 9 p.m. a time shock is realized (imagine that this is a problem set to finish, a call from a family member, or an appealing TV show).
We give the decision maker w tasks, which she is allowed to split between two days as w 1 and w 2 . On night t, the decision maker faces a time value shock, denoted θ t , which is always weakly positive. θ t has a distribution F (θ t ; α t ), where α t is an index on the distribution such that if α > α , then F (θ t ; α) first order stochastically dominates F (θ t ; α ). These shocks are independently distributed. The decision maker discounts at rate δ and may be present biased with β ≤ 1. When deciding how to split up these tasks earlier in the day, she solves
(1) When given the same decision after the time shock is observed and immediately before the work has to be done, the decision maker instead chooses a workload to solve min w 1
Previous research has demonstrated that individuals tend to make choices that appear present biased: on average, they allocate more work to the earlier date when the decision is made for the future compared to when it is made in the present. A popular way to model present bias is through the use of β-δ preferences, in which δ captures the standard "exponential" part of discounting, while β is the "present 10 We focus on the bedtime decision for a number of reasons. First, in the empirical application, we want to examine consequential, real-world effort decisions in addition to behavior on laboratory tasks. Almost all individuals sleep every day but do not necessarily engage in other effort decisions on a daily basis. Second, the bedtime decision occurs at the end of the day, which means that all realized time shocks during the day impinge on the bedtime decision.
bias" parameter, which places a lower weight on all future sources of utility (Laibson, 1997) .
The β-δ model is used in part because it generates the dynamic inconsistency that is often seen in choice data. The inconsistency arises from the difference in how the decision maker trades off utility coming from dates 1 and 2 when the decision is made at or before date 1. In the former case, the rate of discount between the two periods is βδ, while in the latter it is δ.
While choice revisions can arise from present bias, they can also arise from biased beliefs. For instance, a decision maker might be solving problem 1 under the belief that the distribution she's facing at date 1 is F (θ; α ) while the true distribution she faces is F (θ; α) for α > α . In this case, the shocks she faces at date 1 will tend to be surprisingly high, and she will want to complete fewer tasks today.
We do not model the source of incorrect beliefs, instead taking them as given and studying their implications. However, a number of existing models could lead to these optimistic beliefs. Kahneman and Tversky (1982) coined the term "planning fallacy," and provided an intuitive model in which decision makers neglect distributional information, leading to optimistic beliefs about outcomes like task duration or earnings. Beliefs and updating rules have also been modeled as a choice variable from the point of view of the decision maker (Bénabou and Tirole, 2002 , Brunnermeier and Parker, 2005 , Brunnermeier et al., 2016 . Agents in these models trade off between the distortions caused by incorrect beliefs and their benefits, such as improved self-esteem or higher motivation. In concordance with these theoretical results, there is evidence that subjects don't update their beliefs according to Bayes' rule (Falk et al., 2006, Eil and Rao, 2011) . Although these different models are important for the welfare implications of an intervention to reduce bias in beliefs, they are not important for the purposes of this study-to assess the roles of beliefs and discounting in dynamically inconsistent behavior.
There is a great deal of evidence suggesting that decision makers exhibit optimistic beliefs about the future. Roy et al. (2005) survey the literature on the planning fallacy, in which individuals underestimate the length of time it will take to complete tasks. This optimism is found in situations as diverse as predicting the amount of time it takes to fill out tax forms and predicting the amount of time one will have to wait in line for gas. Similarly, people have a tendency to think they are more likely than their peers to experience positive events and less likely to experience negative events (Taylor and Brown, 1988) . One form of optimism which has broad economic effects is overconfidence. Research has shown that individuals are systematically overconfident with the vast majority thinking they are smarter (Larwood and Whittaker, 1977) or better drivers (Svenson, 1981) than their average peer. This overconfidence continues to be experimentally observable even when it is costly to the decision makers (Camerer and Lovallo, 1999, Niederle and Vesterlund, 2007) . It also manifests in decisions outside of the lab, such as changing patterns in corporate investment and mergers Tate, 2005, 2008) and job search behavior (Mueller et al., 2018) . These sorts of excess optimism and overconfidence might lead decision makers to start a task later than they expected or fail to save sufficiently in a way that makes them appear present biased.
Both belief-based and discounting-based dynamic inconsistency are consistent with behavior that looks like procrastination: planning to do work, and then putting it off to a later date when given the chance. Our experimental data allow us to test whether this behavior appears on average in the population, giving us our first hypothesis.
Hypothesis 1 For both models, individuals will allocate more work to the earlier time period when making decisions for the future than when making decisions for the present. In models where decision makers are aware of their present bias, they have an incentive to seek out commitment. While previous work has found evidence of present bias, evidence for commitment demand has been more elusive. One explanation is that individuals are unaware of their present bias, or are "naïve" in the sense that they believe that their β parameter is closer to 1 than it actually is. This implies that individuals will systematically mis-predict their future actions. For instance, if the costs of staying up too late are felt in the future, then a decision maker will stay up later than she previously planned.
Not surprisingly, having biased beliefs about the shocks she will face in the future will also lead a decision maker to mis-predict her future actions. If beliefs are "optimistic" in the same way that would cause decision makers to postpone work, then a decision maker will also predict that she will go to sleep earlier than she actually does. Thus both of the models discussed here make the same prediction when it comes to decisions for the future.
Hypothesis 2 For both models, when making predictions for the future, individ-uals will expect to go to sleep earlier than they actually end up going to sleep. Models of biased beliefs and present bias generate the same predictions for the cases discussed thus far, and in general are consistent with existing empirical results in the dynamic inconsistency literature. Because both models rely on beliefs (either over α or β) being incorrect to generate patterns seen in the data, one way to differentiate between the two models is to observe the effects of information provision on subsequent choice. Suppose the decision maker is given the information that when making past choices, the amount of work she agreed to earlier in the day was higher than the amount of work she chose at 9 p.m. This could cause the decision maker to update to a higher belief about α, a lower belief about β, or both. The predicted responses to these two types of updating differ for work allocations and commitment.
In the naïve β-δ model, the decision maker has incorrect beliefs about the present bias parameter that will govern her decisions in the future. In prior work, researchers have typically interpreted a lack of commitment demand by individuals as evidence thatβ, the individual's belief about her own present bias, is closer to one than to β, the "true" present bias. A decision maker's belief about her own β affects what she believes she will choose in the future. Because the decision maker cares about what her future self is choosing, a change in these beliefs might lead to changes in her willingness to commit or changes in her actions in the present, to compensate for decisions that will be made in the future (O'Donoghue and Rabin, 1999) .
When applied to the decision problem described above, thisβ only affects the decision maker's willingness to commit-not the allocative choices that she makes when either committed or uncommitted. Only a single decision is ever implemented, so beliefs about what will be done in the future won't affect those decisions. Essentially, while β does affect the solution to the problem in Equation (2), beliefs about β do not.
Hypothesis DB1 Information provision will have no effect on work allocations for discounting-based dynamically inconsistent agents.
While changing beliefs about one's present bias will not affect work allocations, changing beliefs about the distribution of the state variable will. In particular, we expect individuals who reallocated work into the future to update towards a distribution with a higher α 1 : shocks were worse on the first night than they thought. On the other hand, if on the first night they reallocated work into the present, we might expect them to believe in a lower α 1 (a more favorable distribution). Thus we have the prediction that when given information, a decision maker whose beliefs are biased will display more consistency between her present and future choices.
Hypothesis BB1 Information provision will decrease the difference between future and present allocations for belief-based dynamically inconsistent agents. These two models also have implications for how commitment demand changes after receiving information. Suppose this decision maker is choosing between the payoffs from equations (2) and (1). Whether commitment or flexibility is preferred depends on w in equation 1. We are interested in the value that makes the decision maker indifferent between commitment and flexibility. To that end, we examine the comparative statics with respect toβ and α 1 . With the uncommitted and committed choices denoted by w N C (θ 1 , β) and
Notice that when imagining what allocation will be chosen in the future while facing problem (2), a naïve β-δ discounter believes that the first order conditions which will be satisfied are
Furthermore, it is clear that
Taking a total derivative of the equality above and plugging in the first order conditions for w C 1 , we get
The first order conditions given in equation (3) imply that forβ < 1 the left hand side will always be negative. Then ∂x ∂β must be negative, implying that asβ increases (i.e. decision makers believe that they are more time consistent) the amount of work they must be given to get them to commit goes down-it is harder to get them to commit. This gives us a prediction for how information provision should affect a naïve present biased individual's demand for commitment.
Hypothesis DB2 Discounting-based dynamically inconsistent individuals who reallocated work from the present to the future will increase commitment demand when provided with information.
The effect of information provision on the commitment demand of an individual with biased beliefs is more ambiguous; in general a clear prediction cannot be made without stronger assumptions either on the structure of decision makers' cost functions, or the distribution of shocks that they face. Even a first order stochastic dominant shift in the distribution can push demand in either direction.
Experimental Design
We implemented a longitudinal experiment to test these hypotheses. Undergraduate subjects were recruited through an online system to four different sessions throughout the semester and participated in the experiment for two weeks. To complete the study, subjects were required to complete eight surveys on the mornings of Monday through Thursday of each week and four sets of tasks in the evenings of Monday and Wednesday of each week. All surveys and tasks were distributed through Qualtrics.
To begin, subjects completed an introductory session in a lab. Subjects were first read an overview of the timeline and requirements of the study. They then logged on to the computer to complete a survey that included basic demographic information as well as a measure of present bias. The survey then presented five sample tasks for subjects to complete, and explained how the allocation and commitment decisions would be made. Finally, subjects were required to complete a comprehension quiz before advancing.
After the introductory session, all surveys and tasks were completed outside of the lab on subjects' own devices. 11 Subjects were required to complete surveys and tasks at particular times. A link to each survey was sent out at 6 a.m. and subjects were instructed to complete the survey before noon that day. At noon, subjects who had not completed the task were sent a reminder and had two hours to complete the survey. If they did not complete the survey by 2 p.m., they were dropped from the study. A link to the tasks was sent out at 9 p.m. and tasks had to be completed before 4 a.m. the next morning. The tasks that subjects were required to complete consisted of moving sliders to match particular, predetermined levels. Slider tasks have proven useful in experimental settings as tasks that require real effort and focus from subjects (Gill and Prowse, 2012) . In other experimental work, subjects have been required to set each slider to its midpoint, with the sliders offset to make the task more difficult. The software we employed did not allow sliders to be offset, so the required level of each slider was varied to increase difficulty. The order of the sliders was randomized for the same reason.
Tasks
A single task consisted of moving nineteen sliders. 12 Each page included no more than 10 tasks, and subjects were unable to proceed to the next page if the current page was incomplete or if there were any errors. If subjects tried to proceed in these cases, they were informed that the task had a problem, but were not told which slider was incorrect. Figure 1 presents the first four sliders of an example task. The tasks were designed so that each would take about one minute to complete. The median time spent per task by actual subjects was 1 minute and 20 seconds.
Allocation Decisions and Commitment
Subjects made two allocation decisions each week. Each allocation decision consisted of how to divide 10 tasks between Monday and Wednesday evenings. The first allocation was made when completing a survey on Monday morning, imposing at least a seven hour delay between when the allocative decision was made and when the tasks were actually carried out. The second allocation was made immediately before completing the tasks on Monday evening.
In addition to allocating tasks across evenings, subjects were also offered the chance to "commit," increasing the probability that the morning allocation would be the one implemented. If the subjects did not commit they had a one-in-five chance of the morning allocation being implemented. If the subjects did commit this probability rose to four out of five. The commitment was probabilistic rather than deterministic to preserve the incentive compatibility of the evening choices.
To elicit subjects' demand for commitment, they were given the choice of whether or not to commit at a variety of prices, both positive and negative. Due to previous work, including Augenblick et al. (2015) , suggesting that many subjects' moneydenominated willingness to pay for commitment is near 0, the prices were denominated in terms of mandatory tasks that would have to be done each night in addition to the tasks that were allocated to that night. Mandatory tasks could potentially vary between 4 and 16, depending on a subject's choices and which choice was implemented. A portion of the price list subjects faced can be seen in Figure 2 .
Sleep and Time Use Measurements
Both expected and actual bedtimes were elicited from subjects. In each morning survey, subjects were asked when they went to sleep the night before. Additionally, subjects were asked both in the morning and evening survey at what time they expected to go to sleep that night. These predictions were deliberately not incentivized for two reasons. The first was to avoid confounding: an incentivized prediction could have affected both task allocation and commitment demand. The second was to test for broad treatment effects on intertemporal optimization that were not attributable Notes: Subjects were asked to choose between pairs of task allocations. The choices in the left column also committed the subjects (with a higher probability) to carrying out their morning allocations.
to pecuniary incentives. Intuitively, we wanted to see whether subjects would take the treatment to heart and apply its lessons outside the task domain. Sleep is an important determinant of productivity (Gibson and Shrader, in press) , and sleep duration is strongly affected by decisions about when to go to bed. Our results show that subjects routinely miss their predicted bedtimes.
Subjects also filled out diaries each morning describing their time use each hour for the previous day. The diaries allowed subjects to choose up to five activities for each hour from a menu. 13 In the data analysis, we allocate time uniformly over activities within the hour, yielding 12-minute resolution. This method of eliciting diaries balances precision against the limits of subjects' recall and the burden of completing the diaries. It is similar to the American Time Use Survey (ATUS) in that all subjects were asked for a sequential list of activities performed during the diary period, with responses constrained to total 24 hours. This method has been shown to yield high-quality estimates of time use (Hamermesh et al., 2005) .
In addition to these self-reported measures, in the first week subjects wore Fitbit wristbands to independently measure their sleep. Fitbit wristbands were required Sunday night through Wednesday night of the first week, and were returned at the end of the week to sync the sleep measurements. 14
Information Treatment
In the second week of the study, treated subjects were given information about their own past choices. The treatment, an example of which can be seen in Figure 3 , consisted of three main parts. The first described the allocation choices that the individual made the week before, emphasizing whether or not any tasks were reallocated on Monday evening. The second part reported the subject's average actual and predicted bedtimes and gave the difference between them in minutes. Finally, treated subjects were asked why someone's choices and predictions might change throughout the day. Subjects were given a blank space in which they had to type something to proceed.
Figure 3: Treatment
Notes: An example of an actual message that one of the treated subjects received at the beginning of week 2 of the experiment. The information was provided to subjects just before they made commitment and allocation decisions. The text given in the box is an example of a response that a subject gave to the open-ended question about why someone's choices and predictions might change. The box was empty when subjects were presented with the message.
The treatment information was intentionally neutral to avoid experimenter demand effects. In particular, we did not use judgmental language when describing the change in task allocation. We provided subjects with information that they could have recorded for themselves had they chosen to do so. Finally, we did not mention commitment in the treatment.
This information was given to treated subjects (and only treated subjects) on Monday morning of the second week. They were shown the information after they reported their bedtime for the previous night and made a prediction for Monday night but before they made the commitment and allocation decisions.
Payments
Subjects received $40 total for completing the full study. An initial payment of $10 was made to all subjects on Thursday or Friday of the first week when they returned the Fitbit to the economics department. The second payment of $30 was made to the subjects on Thursday or Friday of the second week, conditional on all portions of the experiment being completed on time.
Data
A total of 274 undergraduate subjects were recruited through an online system and completed the introductory session. 26 of these subjects did not complete some surveys and left the experiment only having received the initial payment of $10. The vast majority of those who dropped out of the experiment did so in the first week of their participation. Another 39 subjects missed the completion deadlines for at least one survey, though they eventually did answer all surveys. These subjects are excluded from the primary sample, leaving a final baseline sample of 209 subjects. Table 1 tests baseline covariate balance and the simplest hypotheses generated by our theory. We find a small imbalance in week one commitment demand, which is statistically significant at the ten percent level, and therefore control for it in estimating treatment effects. There is also imbalance in the fraction of female subjects, statistically significant at the five percent level, and again we control for this. Figure 4 shows a histogram of subjects' commitment demand in the first week. 15 As noted in Section 3, subjects were able to choose between: (a) doing 10 tasks and having a low chance of being committed or (b) doing a different number of tasks and having a high chance of being committed. A commitment demand of one indicates that the subject was willing to do one extra task to be committed, but was unwilling Notes: The significance of the differences is assessed using a t-test. Significance indicated by: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
to do two. Since this elicitation method is necessarily bounded, having a commitment demand of six indicates that a subject is willing to do at least six extra tasks to be committed, while a commitment demand of negative seven indicates that the subject is unwilling to commit even if it lowers the number of tasks she must do by six.
Denominating the commitment price in tasks generated a larger spread in commitment demand than has been seen in similar experiments. Over 28% of subjects were willing to do at least one extra task in order to be committed in the first week, while over 22% were willing to do one extra task to be flexible. Of the remaining subjects whose value of commitment was near zero, just over half chose to commit at a price of zero. To facilitate comparison with previous work, we estimate equivalent cash prices as follows. The travel cost literature has estimated that people value time at roughly 72 (Lam and Small, 2001) to 93 percent (Small et al., 2005) of the wage rate. The median wage among subjects was $12, so the implied range of values was $10 to $13. As median task completion time was 1 minute 20 seconds, the cash value of one task was approximately 22 to 29 cents. In contrast, Augenblick et al. (2015) find only 9% of subjects were willing to pay $0.25 to be committed, and 10% of subjects were willing to pay $0.25 for flexibility. Table 2 summarizes attrition in the experiment. Column 1 presents means for the 64 subjects (23%) who did not complete the experiment and Column 2 presents means for those who did, pooling treatment and control. There are no statistically significant differences across the two groups. Appendix Table 8 reports results from a regression of a study completion dummy on observable characteristics from our baseline survey. Point estimates are uniformly small, and none are statistically significant.
Results

Tests of Hypotheses
In this section we test the five hypotheses from the theory presented in Section 2. The first two hypotheses are about procrastination and missed time use plans. Hypothesis 1 predicts that on average, agents will postpone work in the evening, relative to their planned morning allocation. Consistent with this hypothesis, we do see a positive average value of "Work put off week 1" in Table 1 , though this value is not statistically significant. Putting off work was potentially costly for subjects. If they had put off Notes: The significance of the differences is assessed using a t-test. Significance indicated by: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
work and had then been unable to complete the tasks, they would have been dropped from the experiment and would have been ineligible for full compensation. Hypothesis 2 predicts that agents will miss their planned bedtimes. Under the assumption that the bedtime plans that subjects reported to us were their expectations in the technical sense, we can compare the distributions of planned and actual bedtimes. The average values for "Bedtime difference from plan" in Table 1 indicate that agents miss their planned bedtimes by 36 to 40 minutes. This difference is significantly different from zero (the standard error is 4.24). Subjects were not incentivized to meet their bedtime plans, reducing the potential that subjects changed their bedtime behavior to match their predicted bedtime more closely. Anchoring effects from asking for bedtime predictions, however, could still cause subjects to reduce their prediction error (Tversky and Kahneman, 1992) . Together, these results show that agents exhibit dynamic inconsistency in both task allocation and time allocation.
Next, we examine Hypothesis DB1 and Hypothesis BB1 by estimating variants of the following equation.
where Postponed it is the number of tasks put off by subject i in week 1 or 2, Treat i2 is an indicator for being in the treatment group in week 2, x i is a vector of control variables, and ε 1,i2 is the stochastic error term associated with this regression. The control variables vary by specification. First, we report results with indicators for study wave (randomization into treatment was conditional on wave). Second, we add gender, age, and age squared. Finally, we add controls for past grade point average (GPA), self-reported busyness during week 1, and employment. Additional controls are GPA, GPA squared, selfreported busyness during week 1, and an indicator for whether the subject was employed at the time of the study. In parentheses are heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors (White, 1980) . Significance indicated by: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Table 3 presents results based on versions of estimating equation (4). The estimates are similar across the specifications. In all cases, the estimates show that for agents that did not postpone work in week 1, treatment has a positive but imprecise effect on work postponed in week 2. The second coefficient in each column shows that postponing work in week 1 is positively and significantly associated with postponing work in week 2. Finally, the third coefficient shows that, for subjects who postponed work in week 1, the treatment caused a significant and substantial reduction in postponement of tasks in week 2.
The magnitudes of the effect of work postponed in week 1 and the interaction term are similar but the signs are opposite, so the marginal effect of postponing a task in week 1 on treated subjects is approximately zero. Subjects who are reminded of their past procrastination procrastinate less in week 2 than their week 1 behavior would otherwise predict.
This effect provides evidence against Hypothesis DB1, that information provision will have no effect on work allocation. Because a naïve β-δ agent's allocation depends on present bias (and not beliefs about present bias), Hypothesis DB1 implies a zero coefficient on the interaction of treatment and postponed work in week one. The agent may update her beliefβ, but this affects commitment demand, not task allocation. The estimates are consistent with Hypothesis BB1 that information provision will decrease the difference between present and future allocations. This is our first empirical evidence that biased beliefs (optimism) influence time-inconsistent behaviors.
We report heterogeneity analysis for this effect in Table 11 . Each morning, subjects provided self-reported measures of how busy they expected to be during the day. For individuals who turned out to be procrastinators but who reported, on the first day of the experiment, that they would be less busy than the median respondent, the treatment effect was roughly twice as strong as the average effect reported in Table  3 . This result suggests that individuals who were naïve about their own time shocks were more strongly affected by the treatment, consistent with the theory. Figure 5 represents the estimate from Table 3 , Column 1 graphically. The points in the figure show conditional expectations of work postponed in week 2 for each level of work postponed in week 1, broken down by treatment and control groups. The hollow circles show conditional averages for the control group and the lighter-colored, gray line shows a linear fit through these points. The upward slope of the fitted line matches the estimate of the coefficient on work put off in week 1, showing that for untreated individuals, putting off work in week 1 predicts putting off work in week 2. The black circles and flat fitted black line show the approximate zero marginal effect of past work postponed on treated individuals. The figure reinforces the conclusion that our information treatment alters the work allocation of procrastinators.
To understand whether the effects in week 2 operated by changing subjects' morning or evening task allocations, Appendix Table 9 presents estimates similar to Table  3 , but the dependent variable is the work that the subject chooses in the morning Notes: Conditional averages of raw data on work put off in week 2 at each level of work put off in week 1, by treatment. The plot graphically reproduces the estimates similar to those in Table 3 , Column 1 but without any additional covariates. The hollow circles and fitted lighter colored line show that untreated individuals are more likely to put off work in week 2 if they put off work in week 1. The filled circles and fitted black line give the sum of the postponement and interaction estimates, showing that treated individuals are, if anything, less likely to put off work in week 2.
(this variable comes from the morning surveys) or the tasks actually performed in the evening. Estimated effects on morning choices are broadly similar to those for tasks postponed, though less precise. Subjects who are reminded that they put off work in the prior week choose less work. This behavior is also inconsistent with Hypothesis DB1 but consistent with Hypothesis BB1. So far, we have found evidence that subjects make dynamically inconsistent choices due to belief bias. We next test Hypothesis DB2, that treated procrastinators in week 1 will increase their commitment demand in week 2, by examining treatment effects on commitment demand. If subjects do behave consistent with DB2, that provides evidence for discounting-based dynamic inconsistency. The estimating equation models the difference in commitment demand (week two minus week one) as a function of treatment, interacted with measures of procrastination.
In the equation above, ∆Commitment i is the change in commitment for subject i between week 1 and week 2, ε 2,i is the stochastic error term for this regression, and all other variables are the same as in Equation (4). Because this is a difference specification, the level of work postponed in week 1 is subtracted out of the estimating equation. Notes: The table shows results from estimating equation 5. Each column is a separate regression. Demographic controls are an indicator for gender, indicators for study wave, age, age squared, and an indicator for whether the subject was employed at the time of the study. Additional controls are GPA, GPA squared, and self-reported busyness in week 1.
In parentheses are heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors (White, 1980) . Significance indicated by: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
The corresponding estimates appear in Table 4 . Consistent with theory, the first row shows that the effect of treatment on subjects who postpone zero tasks in week 1 is small. The second coefficient shows the interaction of treatment with tasks postponed in week one. The estimated coefficient on the interaction term is positive and statistically significant at the one percent level. This is consistent with Hypothesis DB2. Our model predicts that when a present-biased individual receives information, she will update her belief over her present bias and increase her commitment demand in response. The addition of demographic and busyness controls does not change the estimated coefficient.
Heterogeneity analysis, reported in Table 11 , again points to these results being stronger for naifs. We interact treatment and week 1 procrastination with an indicator variable equal to 1 if, at baseline, the subject responded "yes" to a question asking whether they tend to procrastinate. The effect of treatment is much stronger for individuals who stated that they were not procrastinators but who did end up procrastinating on our experimental tasks. Figure 6 again presents the conditional expectation version of the estimates in Table 4 , Column 1. The hollow circles show the average change in commitment demand for each level of work postponed in week 1 for untreated individuals. The fitted line (light gray) shows that untreated individuals do not substantially change their commitment demand regardless of the level of work put off. The solid, black circles show the same conditional averages for treated subjects. Treated subjects substantially increase their commitment demand if they put off more work in week 1.
The results presented above refute the hypothesis that discounting alone drives dynamic inconsistency. Both beliefs and discounting are important for explaining agent behavior in this setting. Using commitment demand and task allocation behavior, we can classify individual subjects as being either time consistent, discounting-based time inconsistent, belief-based time inconsistent, or both discounting-and belief-based time inconsistent. The procedure works as follows. First, we match each treatment group subject to a single, nearest neighbor control group subject using propensity score. We use week 1 commitment demand and work put off as well as the baseline control variables for GPA, gender, age, and experiment wave to perform the matching.
Next, we estimate individual-level versions of the regressions above. 16 If a time inconsistent treatment group member changed her commitment demand more than her control group peer, we classify the subject's behavior as discounting-based. If a time inconsistent treatment group member reduced the amount of work she put off in week 2 more than her control group peer, then we classify the subject's behavior as belief-based.
Using this classification, we find that conditional on changing their work allocation in week 1, 85% of subjects exhibited behavior consistent with one of these two models. Notes: The figure shows conditional expectations of the change in commitment demand at each level of work put off in week 1, by treatment group. The plot graphically reproduces the estimates from Table 4 , Column 1. The hollow circles and fitted, lighter colored line show that untreated individuals do not change their commitment demand in week 2, on average. The filled circles and fitted black line show that treated individuals substantially increase their commitment demand if they put off more work in week 1.
25% of the subjects behaved in a manner consistent with discounting-based dynamic inconsistency. 39% of subjects behaved in a manner consistent with belief-based dynamic inconsistency, and 21% of subjects exhibited behavior consistent with both explanations.
Robustness Checks
The initial robustness checks for the headline results are presented in Tables 3 and  4 . As noted in the data discussion, we do have treatment imbalance on one potentially important demographic characteristic-gender. The results in Tables 3 and 4 , however, show that this imbalance did not have a substantial effect on the estimates. Appendix Section B reports the main results, excluding subjects who switched multiple times when choosing from the commitment price list. If at any point the subject violates the law of demand, we classify the subject as a multiple switcher. In the results reported in the body of the paper, we include all subjects. Appendix Section B shows that whether or not these subjects are excluded, the results remain substantively unchanged.
Finally, we empirically assess experimenter demand effects by leveraging the two pieces of information given to treatment group members. Recall that treatment subjects were told about any changes in their task allocation and about deviations from their bedtime plan. Assuming that experimenter demand effects would be stronger if both of these pieces of information were consistent-for instance, if the treatment message indicated that the subject both put off tasks and delayed bedtime-and of larger magnitude, then we can asses experimenter demand by interacting bedtime prediction error with the other variables in Equations (4) and (5). We report these interaction models in Table 10 . In neither case does the interaction between the bedtime error message and work put off in week 1 substantially change the conclusions from the baseline analysis. We take this as evidence against strong experimenter demand effects.
Effect of Treatment on Time Use
To this point we have focused on testing theoretical predictions about task choices and commitment. Our experimental design also allows us to evaluate treatment effects in another domain-real-world time use decisions and predictions. As previously described in Section 3.4, treated subjects were given information about their own time use decisions at the beginning of week 2 of the experiment.
First, we provide more detail on bedtime forecast error. In Section 5.1, we showed that, on average, subjects predicted that they would go to bed earlier than they actually did, assuming that subjects were reporting expectations of their own bedtimes to us. Figure 7 compares planned bedtimes (horizontal axis) to self-reported actual bedtimes (vertical axis) for the first night of the study. 17 The majority of subjects miss their planned bedtime and appear as points above the 45-degree line, corroborating the earlier finding that subjects are generally optimistic about their bedtime plans. A linear fit (solid, black line) shows that, on average, subjects underestimate Notes: The figure shows planned bedtime (x-axis) versus actual bedtime (yaxis) for all observations on the first night of the study. Points above the 45 degree line (dashed), indicate that subjects went to bed later than their stated plan. A linear fit (solid, black line) shows that, on average, subjects underestimated their planned bedtime when going to bed earlier in the evening and overestimated later in the evening. their bedtime earlier in the evening and tend to overestimate it later in the evening, though the overestimation is supported by relatively few observations. Figure 7 uses a single night's planned and actual bedtime because we want to highlight three types of noise in the data. First, there is considerable round-number heaping in both planned and actual bedtimes. Planned bedtimes in particular are likely to fall on the hour or half hour. Second, 35 subjects report actual bedtime exactly equal to planned bedtime. Although these subjects might have gone to bed around the time that they planned, an exact match between plan and realization could reflect misreporting. Finally, some subjects report extreme bedtime plans and realizations. On this night, for instance, 9 subjects reported going to bed later than 4 a.m. Although extreme bedtime values are not necessarily in error, they could exert disproportionate influence on regression analysis.
Like task postponement, bedtime forecast error can be interpreted as a measure of procrastination. We therefore re-estimate Equation (4), but using forecast error rather than tasks put off. To reduce the influence of noise in the bedtime data Notes: Subjects who do not go to sleep at all are excluded from the sample. Each column of the table shows results from a separate regression. All regressions contain the following controls: an indicator for gender, indicators for study wave, age, age squared, and an indicator for whether the subject was employed at the time of the study. In parentheses are heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors (White, 1980) . Significance indicated by: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
highlighted above, we employ a trichotomized measure of forecast error. We classify bedtime forecast error into one group if the subject underestimated her bedtime, a second group if her prediction exactly matched her actual bedtime, and a third group if she overestimated her bedtime. Table 5 shows results from estimating the effect of treatment on this trichotomized bedtime error variable, using an ordered logit. 18 Although we prefer the results using tasks put off because completion of the tasks was incentivized, the results using bedtime forecast error are qualitatively similar. Bedtime may have the advantage of stronger external validity. On average, treated subjects reduced their forecast error. For subjects who had relatively higher error in week 1, treatment caused an even larger reduction in error during week 2.
We also estimate simple regressions of bedtime, wake time, and sleep duration on a treatment indicator. Table 6 reports results. Treated agents delay bedtime by Notes: Each column of the table shows results from a separate regression. All regressions contain the following controls: an indicator for gender, indicators for study wave, age, age squared, and an indicator for whether the subject was employed at the time of the study.
about 20 minutes, but do not substantially adjust wake time. This pattern of results is similar to those found in Gibson and Shrader (in press ). Going to bed later while holding wake time fixed leads to a decrease in sleep time. The estimated effect is larger than the bedtime and wake time changes suggest due to differences in sample and the inclusion of naps. So far in this section we have been concerned largely with beliefs over time shocks. These beliefs are presumably costly to form and update. That agents engage in such costly forecasting suggests the underlying time shocks matter for welfare, and yet optimizing responses to such shocks are substantially understudied. Using time budget recall data, we are able to investigate the effect of an experimentally administered time shock on other time use choices. The randomly assigned shock that subjects face is the price at which they are offered commitment (i.e. the line of the price list which is implemented). Empirically, an increase in the price of commitment by one is associated with a subject needing to complete an additional two-thirds of a task. Each task took about 1.3 minutes for the median participant and 2.2 minutes for the mean participant in the study, so the treatment is equal to about 1 to 1.5 minutes of induced experimental time. This randomization allows for a series of tests on realized time use. While these are interesting reduced-form exercises, they are not theoretically founded and results should be interpreted cautiously. We estimate equations of the following form:
In the above equation ∆Time i is the change in time spent on a given activity between weeks 1 and 2, ∆Time Shock i is the change in commitment price between the two weeks, ε 3,i is the stochastic error term associated with this regression, and all other variables are the same as in Equation (4). Notes: The table shows results from estimating equation 6. Each column is a separate regression. Time use changes are in minutes. All regressions contain the following controls: an indicator for gender, indicators for study wave, age, age squared, and an indicator for whether the subject was employed at the time of the study. In parentheses are heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors (White, 1980) . Significance indicated by: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Table 7 reports the estimated effects of a marginal increase in commitment price on time use, measured in minutes per day. When commitment is more expensive, we find a statistically significant decrease in studying. We find statistically significant increases in other time and television; the latter result is consistent with TV being a time use luxury, as found in Aguiar et al. (2017) . This is potentially consistent with present-biased preferences, as agents substitute toward immediately pleasurable uses and away from a time use with largely deferred payoffs. The estimates are also consistent with agents offsetting shocks in one time use with changes in other uses.
While these changes in time allocation are small, they are responses to small changes in the (in-kind) price of commitment.
Conclusion
This paper models agents whose dynamic inconsistency potentially arises from two sources: discounting and beliefs. Agents with optimistic beliefs about future time shocks will exhibit dynamically-inconsistent choices over effort that are observationally equivalent to those driven by present bias. An informational intervention that tells agents about their past time inconsistency, however, will yield different behavior for these two biases. Optimistic agents will change effort allocations, but agents with present bias will not. Present biased agents should increase commitment demand, while optimistic agents will not necessarily do so.
We experimentally test these different predictions and find that both preferences and beliefs matter for time inconsistency. The results help explain puzzlingly low takeup of costly commitment and offer an alternative policy prescription to help overcome time inconsistent behavior-providing information on agents' own past choices.
The welfare effects of an informational treatment on behaviorally biased agents are unclear. To the extent that information pushes a naïvely present-biased decision maker towards sophistication, she will be better able to make plans that account for her present-biased future self. On the other hand, if optimistic beliefs are directly valuable to decision makers, giving them clear evidence their beliefs are biased could make them worse off. One avenue for future research is to identify situations in which subjects demand this information, and how it can be structured to improve decision making with minimal associated welfare losses. 
A Appendix figures and tables
Observations 273
Notes: Sample includes all subjects who completed our baseline survey instrument: 64 who did not complete the study and 209 who did. Estimates are from a regression of a study completion dummy on the listed variables. No other variables are included. In parentheses are heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors (White, 1980) . Significance indicated by: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Notes: The table shows results from estimating equation 4, but using planned postponement as the dependent variable. Each column shows the results of a separate regression. All regressions contain the following controls: an indicator for gender, indicators for study wave, age, age squared, GPA, GPA squared, and an indicator for whether the subject was employed at the time of the study. In parentheses are heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors (White, 1980) . Significance indicated by: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Notes: The table shows results from estimating equations 4 and 5. "Bedtime error 1" is the bedtime prediction error reported (which was reported to treatment group subjects), divided by its own standard deviation. Controls and sample are the same as in Tables 3 and 4 . In parentheses are heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors (White, 1980) . Significance indicated by: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. (White, 1980) . Significance indicated by: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. (White, 1980) . Significance indicated by: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. (White, 1980) . Significance indicated by: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Notes: The significance of the differences is assessed using a t-test. Significance indicated by: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Notes: The table shows results from estimating equation 4 estimated on the sample that excludes multiple switchers. Each column shows the results of a separate regression. Controls are indicated at the bottom of each regression. Demographic controls are an indicator for gender, indicators for study wave, age, age squared, and an indicator for whether the subject was employed at the time of the study. Additional controls are GPA, GPA squared, and self-reported busyness during week 1. In parentheses are heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors (White, 1980) . Significance indicated by: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Notes: The table shows results from estimating equation 5 estimated on the sample that excludes multiple switchers. Each column is a separate regression. Demographic controls are an indicator for gender, indicators for study wave, age, age squared, and an indicator for whether the subject was employed at the time of the study. Additional controls are GPA, GPA squared, and self-reported busyness in week 1. In parentheses are heteroskedasticityrobust standard errors (White, 1980) . Significance indicated by: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Notes: The table shows results from estimating equation 4, but using planned postponement as the dependent variable, on the sample without multiple switchers. Each column shows the results of a separate regression. All regressions contain the following controls: an indicator for gender, indicators for study wave, age, age squared, GPA, GPA squared, and an indicator for whether the subject was employed at the time of the study. In parentheses are heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors (White, 1980) . Significance indicated by: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Notes: Each column of the table shows results from a separate regression estimated on the sample that excludes multiple switchers. All regressions contain the following controls: an indicator for gender, indicators for study wave, age, age squared, and an indicator for whether the subject was employed at the time of the study. In parentheses are heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors (White, 1980) . Significance indicated by: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Notes: Each column of the table shows results from a separate regression, on the sample without multiple switchers. All regressions contain the following controls: an indicator for gender, indicators for study wave, age, age squared, and an indicator for whether the subject was employed at the time of the study. In parentheses are heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors (White, 1980) . Significance indicated by: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Notes: The table shows results from estimating equation 6, without multiple switchers. Each column is a separate regression. All regressions contain the following controls: an indicator for gender, indicators for study wave, age, age squared, and an indicator for whether the subject was employed at the time of the study. In parentheses are heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors (White, 1980) . Significance indicated by: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
B Tables Without Multiple Switchers
